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I. The Mines 

It is a sweltering day, and the clouds have just begun to gather. Decar Smyth glances up 

at the looming clouds, and wipes his face the sleeves of his overused overalls, with the label “No. 

145” barely legible, desperately grasping onto the flimsy fabric. As he admires the clouds, the 

tungsten-iron-alloy shovel weighs down on his wavering shoulders, rusting in the open air. 

Smyth’s recently stitched wound on his left forearm from the machinery’s explosion. Feeling a 

menacing glare, Smyth servilely returns to work, yet he hesitates - the rare clouds are telling him 

something, maybe some change. As he pauses in his work, he looks around at the grand and 

growing Soocanoe Mine. Ancient pipes and plumbing still scatter the bare-earth, and taupe-grey 

hares crawl about for sparse vegetation — details Smyth has never noticed before. But now he 

has. Why are there pipes here?  

“Back to work, 145!” whips the overseer.  

“Yes sir!” replies Smyth, escaping the risky daydream. His skin was tanned from the 

countless hours spent in the open-pit-mine and the sun forcefully beaming down upon him, yet 

Smyth vaguely recalls his skin resembling a peach-white pigment. The memories all coagulated 

into one messy past. Times weren’t always like this, Smyth recalls. But he doesn’t remember 

when. Plump mosquitoes conglomerate around him.  He hurriedly erodes large silica crystals, 

shovels the remaining bits of sand at his station into the run-down collection wagon, and returns 

it to the delivery station.  

Smyth’s state-issued electric wristwatch glares a blood-red 8:00. After collecting just shy 

of his typical 700 kg of sand, Smyth gloomily pushes his rigid cart and drags his ironclad boots 

to the dusty dry elevator. The elevator is about halfway down a 600-meter trip. Suddenly, loose 

jutting wires, resting upon the scorched earth, release an electrical surge. Two nearby hares are 

shocked to a crisp, smothering under the artificial lampposts and lunar moonlight. Swarms of 

mosquitoes quickly descend upon the fine dining; similarly, vultures resonate their intimidating 

caws. More importantly, the elevator stops in its track.  

“Fine dinner, eh 145?” whispers a voice behind Smyth. 

Smyth fearfully turns around, but quickly alleviates his concerns. 

“Oh,” sighs Smyth, “Hey 267.”  

Although the flickering lights conceal Mark William’s appearance, his lanky silhouette 

exceedingly propagates in the shade. Even with the weak winds, William’s mopped hair 

continually flows and rustles as the drooping branches of a willow tree.  

“How was work today?” asks William. 

“Alright. I got about 700 kg of sand. How about you?” 

“About the same: 750 kg.” 



The lights revamp to a steady low power level, and the freight elevator resumes its steady 

decline. After 30 seconds of insecure foot-shuffling, the elevator clamps to the floor. The  

elevator, fresh with spilled sands, openly invites the workers in; Smyth and William 

automatically enter, logging along their creaking wagons.  

The transport forces the two to continue to converse. “How’s your family?” asks Smyth. 

“Good. How about you?” 

“Likewise.”  

Wrinkled paper litters the floors. Rolled-up posters in the corners, likely promoting 

Soocanoe Company vanity, recollect the silica powders. Finally, after mundane repeated 

conversations of work and family, the doors open up, temporarily freeing all the workers.  

The innumerable workers rushed toward the loosely-maintained lines for signing off for the day. 

As lines merge into clusters, the crowd tramples Smyth’s right foot. Immediately, Smyth curls, 

but persists and bounces with only his able left foot, patiently balancing and waiting for the lines 

to slowly filter out.  

II. Slums 

Across the unpaved roads, the plebeian coal-powered coach bus spews toxic soot in the 

dilapidated slums. Smyth’s watch now flashes 9:20. Getting up from his cotton-spewing seat, 

Smyth’s foot releases rotten pus, reminding him of the searing pain. As he leaves the bus, the 

jagged earth unbalances his sensitive foundation. The bus roars its engines once again, puffing 

rotten charcoal smoke clouds. The clouds result in a spike of local coughs and tears, but quickly 

subdues to a depressive silence.  

Luckily his home is only 1⁄4 miles from the bus stop. Hopping through the sticky summer 

night, the fabric of his overalls continues to sway with each leap, threatening to depart Smyth at 

any time. The slums continue to have no fabled sun converter, despite the Sons of the Future’s 

vehement claims.  

Good evening Soocanoe denizens. I hope you all have had a productive work day. For 

those seeking a job, contact the House of Labor to work for Soocanoe Company to brighten our 

future. Have a good night and may our future prosper! shouts the daily evening loudspeaker. 

“Good night!” shout the people.  

As others have returned to their abodes, the musty crude oil vapor fills the air. Croaks and 

rasps of returning workers disrupt the peace. Smyth follows his browned stone pathway and has 

returned to his dirt-stained concrete house.  

 

III. Home 

“Welcome home Decar!” shouts a familiar voice.  

“Hey Laura,” replies Smyth. Despite the slum’s (and the house’s) repulsive exoskeleton, 

the house resonates superior cleanliness, characteristic of Laura Olalo’s well-ironed clothes and  

tied brunette ponytail. Despite her preference for high fashion, her outfit always scarred with the 

label HW 103.  
“How was work today?” smiles Olalo, while loading the oven with coal.  

“It was just average,” replies Smyth; “However, for some reason, I noticed some clouds. 

We don’t see them too often anymore.”  



Olalo casually agrees and broils a basic potato and carrot stew. Typical of the standard 

slum household, a well-kept poster of the Sons of the Future hangs overhead the iron entrance, 

always reminding “Fighting for a better future.”  

Smyth undresses into his casual state-sponsored collarless t-shirt and khaki pants. Olalo 

observes his swelling right foot.  

“What happened to your foot!” a clearly concerned Olalo exclaims. 

“Oh that,” Smyth mindlessly replies, “I think a crowd of people stepped on it.” 

Olalo examines Smyth’s wrangled feet with her charcoal-tipped fingers. 

“You need to go to the hospital!” 

“Laura, I don’t think it’s that bad,” Smyth replies. “We barely have the money to even  

survive day-to-day.” As he says this, his fragile veins start to bulge and he collapses to the cold 

cement ground. 

  

IV. Hospital 

Smyth awakens in an unknown white chamber. The lights glowed upon the surroundings. 

Immediately, a noticeable, but not deafening, buzzing sound resonates through the room. To his 

right sits a person with a sky-blue mask and an unfit long white coat. Nearby stands ... Laura?  

“... so he appears to have suffered a severe concussion and a—” 

“Where am I?” a confused Smyth interrupts. 

“Thank God you awoke!” Laura shrieks. 

“Oh he awakes,” notes the unknown white coat. Smyth somehow perceives a slight smirk  

behind the mask. “Hello, Decar Smyth. I’m Dr. Cran and I’ll be looking after your swift 

recovery.”  

“How much does this stay cost?” 

“Don’t worry Smyth, your funds are sufficient for your recovery.” 

Smyth lets out a decompressing sigh of relief. So this is the famously acclaimed hospital,  

located in the cosmopolitan economic boom region of Futureville. Here, the legendary sun 

converters exist, harnessing the sun’s energies into usable electrical energy. The only tool Smyth 

has with any form of solar energy is his acclaimed wristwatch, courtesy of the state.  

“I’ll leave you two alone to keep each other company,” says Dr. Cran. “Laura, let me 

know if he needs anything.”  

Dr. Cran retires through a plastic-glass door that automatically opens. Smyth continues to 

survey his surroundings. The buzzing sound, it turns out, comes from something called “air  

conditioning,” and it effectively moderates the temperatures. Smyth certainly respects this nifty 

invention.  

Now daytime, the glass window provides an elevated perspective. A myriad of solar 

panel grids lay complacent about the rooftops, absorbing endless rays of sunlight into useful 

electrical energy. Furthermore, the white pristine buildings glimmer in the clear blue sky — and 

are there live grazing animals? Smyth and Laura have only heard about this from the Sons of the 

Future evening broadcasts, but now it obviously is a reality.  

Dr. Cram returns to the two and asks them if Smyth is okay. Smyth affirms his conditions, and 

stays to interrogate Dr. Cram questions about Futureville.  

“Does Futureville not use anymore coal? No shuttle buses? Clear skies?” 

“Yes, yes, and yes,” Dr. Cram robotically replies. 



“That’s amazing!” professes Laura, “Why does the ghetto not have this technology yet? 

The lights shut off, and Smyth hears Laura shriek and a sharp metal needle in his neck.  

 

V. Sons of the Future 

The click of a single lightbulb hangs above. Two mysterious men removed an 

impenetrable trash bag off of Smyth’s head.  

“Looks like he asked too many questions.”  

“What’s happening to me?”  Smyth ponders. He foolishly attempts to speak, before 

realizing they taped his mouth shut. Next to him, Laura sits, still with a trash bag, covered. The 

damp ceiling drips an irritating rhythm of water droplets.  

The two men unveil Laura, and the two sit together in front of a radio.  

Good morning people of Soocanoe. Today we have with us two special guests, Miner 145 

and Housewife 103. Today we will be reinstituting the sense of the future into this couple. Soon 

they will be functioning members of society once again! Remember to fight for a better future!  

A scalpel and rope lay in front of the couple.  

Laura returns to the slums, a vital part of the cement house, and Smyth continues to 

servilely mine with the Soocanoe Company, never talking again.  

 


